
MUSIC / SEASON 2022-23

PASIÓN VEGA
Lorca sonoro

Pasión Vega original idea and voice
Víctor Clavijo actor
Jacob Sureda arrangements, piano and musical direction
José Vera double bass
Manuel Masaedo percussions
Ana López Segovia dramaturgy and stage direction
Federico García Lorca and Juan José Téllez original texts
Antonio Romera ‘Chipi’ and Juan José Téllez script

1.30 h (w/out intermission)
pasionvega.es

“Pasión Vega explores the sounds of Federico Garcia Lorca through the paths of his
music and words. Songs and poems that remind us that even though Federico was
killed and his voice was silenced, there is a Lorca sonoro (“sonorous Lorca”) that will
always be heard in the echoes of memory. And now, Federico resuscitates in Pasion
Vega’s pure voice. His words and the beauty of his poems will be embodied at each
performance by an outstanding actor. He lives beyond the voices of the dead and of
dark love. He comes back to life in the black sounds that lead from Manuel Torres to
Camarón, or at dawn in New York, when Leonard Cohen and Enrique Morente dance
a waltz Vienna and we take it south, like a potion for rhythm that crosses continents
and languages. Federico García Lorca loved “slow melodies, structured with their
nervous clusters and small blood branches”.”  Juan José Téllez Rubio
The singer from Malaga Pasión Vega has one of the most special, sensitive and
masterly voices in Spain. She is successful and respected, with a long career during
which she has delved deep into Spanish roots with a fresh and contemporary sound.
Love of music, of her profession, the respect of her fellow singers and the public make
her a benchmark of pop music worldwide. 

Teatro Cervantes

saturday 4 february 20.00 h
 

Inicio venta 08/11/2022

Prices A 45€ B 33€ C 25€ D 15€
Usual discounts do not apply 

http://pasionvega.es

